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AERONAUTICS AND 
ASTRONAUTICS
Emeriti: (Professors) Peter Bradshaw, Arthur E. Bryson, Robert H. 

Cannon, I-Dee Chang, Chi-Chang Chao, Richard Christensen,* Daniel 
B. DeBra,* Erastus H. Lee, Jean Mayers, Bradford W. Parkinson,* J. 
David Powell,* Charles R. Steele, Stephen W. Tsai,* Milton D. Van 
Dyke, Walter G. Vincenti 

Chair: Brian J. Cantwell
Professors: Brian J. Cantwell, Fu-Kuo Chang, Per Enge, Antony Jameson, 

Ilan Kroo, Sanjiva Lele, Robert W. MacCormack, Stephen Rock, 
George S. Springer, Claire Tomlin

Associate Professors: Juan Alonso, Sanjay Lall
Assistant Professor: Matthew West
Lecturer: Thomas H. Pulliam
Courtesy Professors: Charbel Farhat, Ronald K. Hanson, Lambertus 

Hesselink
Consulting Professors: Belgacem Jaroux, Arif Karabeyoglu, Cynthia H. 

Null, Robert Twiggs, Stanley Weiss, Gregory Zilliac
Consulting Assistant Professors: James Cutler, Steven Murray 
Visiting Associate Professor: Dennis Akos
* Recalled to active duty.

Phone: (650) 723-3317
Web Site: http://aa.stanford.edu

Courses given in Aeronautics and Astronautics have the subject code 
AA. For a complete list of subject codes, see Appendix.

The Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics prepares students 
for professional positions in industry, government, and academia by of-
fering a comprehensive program of graduate teaching and research. In 
this broad program, students have the opportunity to learn and integrate 
multiple engineering disciplines. The program emphasizes structural, 
aerodynamic, guidance and control, and propulsion problems of aircraft 
and spacecraft. Courses in the teaching program lead to the degrees of 
Master of Science, Engineer, and Doctor of Philosophy. Undergraduates 
and doctoral students in other departments may also elect a minor in 
Aeronautics and Astronautics.

Requirements for all degrees include courses on basic topics in 
AeronauticsandAstronautics,aswellasinmathematics,andrelatedfields
in engineering and the sciences.

The current research and teaching activities cover a number of 
advancedfields,withemphasison:
Active Noise Control
Aerodynamic Noise
Aeroelasticity and Flow Simulation
Aircraft Design, Performance, and Control
Applied Aerodynamics
Biomedical Mechanics
Computational Aero-Acoustics
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Computational Mechanics and Dynamical Systems
Control of Robots, including Space and Deep-Underwater Robots
Conventional and Composite Materials and Structures
Direct and Large-Eddy Simulation of Turbulence
High-Lift Aerodynamics
Hybrid Propulsion
Hypersonic and Supersonic Flow
Inertial Instruments
Multidisciplinary Design Optimization
Navigation Systems (especially GPS)
Networked and Hybrid Control
OptimalControl,Estimation,SystemIdentification
Physical Gas Dynamics
Spacecraft Design and Satellite Engineering
Turbulent Flow and Combustion

INSTRUCTION AND RESEARCH
FACILITIES

The work of the department is centered in the William F. Durand Build-
ing for Space Engineering and Science. This 120,000 square foot building 
houses advanced research and teaching facilities and concentrates in one 
complex the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics as well as some 
of the activities of the Mechanical Engineering  Department.

TheDurandBuildingalsohousesfacultyandstaffofficesandseveral
conference rooms. Attached to the building is a modern classroom building 
equipped for televising lectures; it contains a lecture auditorium.

Through the department’s close relations with nearby NASA-Ames 
Research Center, students and faculty have access to one of the best and 
most extensive collections of experimental aeronautical research facilities 
in the world, as well as the latest generation of supercomputers.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Further information about the facilities and programs of the department 

is available at http://aa.stanford.edu/, or from the department’s  student 
servicesoffice.

The department has a student branch of the American Institute of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics, which sponsors programs and speakers 
covering aerospace topics and social events. It also conducts visits to 
nearby research, government, and industrial facilities, and sponsors a 
Young Astronauts Program in the local schools.

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Although primarily a graduate-level department, Aeronautics and 
Astronautics offers both an undergraduate minor and an interdisciplinary 
program in Aeronautics and Astronautics (AA) leading to the B.S.  degree 
in Engineering. For detailed information, see the “School of Engineering” 
section of this bulletin and the Handbook for Undergraduate Engineer-
ing Programs,availablefromtheOfficeoftheDeanofEngineeringorat
http://ughb.stanford.edu.

Undergraduates interested in aerospace are encouraged to combine 
either a minor or a coterminal M.S. in Aeronautics and Astronautics with 
a major in a related discipline (such as Mechanical or Electrical Engineer-
ing). Students considering these options are encouraged to contact the 
department’sstudentservicesoffice.

COTERMINAL DEGREES PROGRAM
This special program allows Stanford undergraduates an opportunity 

toworksimultaneouslytowardaB.S.inanotherfieldandanM.S.in
Aeronautics and Astronautics. General requirements for this program 
and admissions procedures are described in the “School of Engineer-
ing” section of this bulletin. Admission is granted or denied through the 
departmental faculty Admissions and Awards Committee. A coterminal 
student must meet the course and scholarship requirements detailed for 
the M.S. below.

For University coterminal degree program rules and University 
 application forms, see http://registrar.stanford.edu/shared/publications.
htm#Coterm.

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Admission—To be eligible to apply for admission to the department, 

a student must have a bachelor’s degree in engineering, physical science, 
mathematics, or an acceptable equivalent. Students who have not yet 
received a master’s degree in a closely allied discipline will be admitted 
to the master’s program; eligibility for the Ph.D. program is considered 
after the master’s year (see “Doctor of Philosophy” below). Applications 
foradmissionwithfinancialaid(fellowshipsorassistantships)orwithout
financialaidmustbereceivedandcompletedbyDecember4forthenext
Autumn Quarter.

Information about admission to the Honors Cooperative Program 
is included in the “School of Engineering” section of this bulletin. The 
department may consider HCP applications for Winter or Spring  quarters    
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as well as for Autumn Quarter; prospective applicants should contact the 
department’sstudentservicesoffice.

Further information and application forms for all graduate degree 
programs may be obtained from Graduate Admissions, the Registrar’s 
Office,http://gradadmissions.stanford.edu/.

Waivers and Transfer Credits—Students may receive departmental 
waivers of required courses for the M.S. degree in Aeronautics and 
 Astronautics by virtue of substantially equivalent and satisfactorily 
 performed course work at other institutions. A waiver petition (signed 
by the course instructor and adviser) should be submitted to the student 
servicesofficeindicating(1)theStanfordUniversitycoursenumberand
title, and (2) the institution, number(s), and title(s) of the course(s) wherein 
substantially equivalent material was treated. If a waiver is granted, the 
student must take an additional technical elective, chosen in consultation 
with their adviser, from graduate courses in Aeronautics and  Astronautics. 
Thetotal45-unitrequirementforthemaster’sdegreeisnotreducedby
course waivers.

A similar procedure should be followed for transfer credits. The number 
of transfer credits allowed for each degree (Engineer and Ph.D.) is delin-
eated in the “Graduate Degrees” section of this bulletin; transfer credit is 
not accepted for the M.S. degree. Transfer credit is allowed only for courses 
taken as a graduate student, after receiving a bachelor’s degree, in which 
equivalence to Stanford courses is established and for which a grade of 
‘B’ or better has been awarded. Transfer credits, if  approved, reduce the 
total number of Stanford units required for a degree. 

Fellowships and Assistantships—Fellowships and course or research 
assistantshipsareavailabletoqualifiedgraduatestudents.Fellowships
sponsoredbyGiftFunds,StanfordUniversity,andIndustrialAffiliates
of Stanford University in Aeronautics and Astronautics provide grants to 
severalfirst-yearstudentsforthenine-monthacademicyeartocovertuition
and living expenses. Stanford Graduate Fellowships, sponsored by the 
University, provide grants for three full years of study and research; each 
year, the department is invited to nominate several outstanding doctoral 
or predoctoral students for these prestigious awards. Students who have 
excelled in their master’s-level course work at Stanford are eligible for 
course assistantships in the department; those who have demonstrated 
research capability are eligible for research assistantships from indi-
vidual faculty members. Students may also hold assistantships in other 
departments if the work is related to their academic progress; the criteria 
for selecting course or research assistants are determined by each hiring 
department. A standard, 20 hours/week course or research assistantship 
provides a semi-monthly salary and an 8-10 unit tuition grant per quarter. 
Research assistants may be given the opportunity of additional summer 
employment. They may use their work as the basis for a dissertation or 
Engineer’s thesis.

MASTER OF SCIENCE
The University’s basic requirements for the master’s degree are out-

lined in the “Graduate Degrees” section of this bulletin. Students with 
an aeronautical engineering background should be able to qualify for 
the master’s degree in three quarters of work at Stanford. Students with 
a bachelor’s degree in Physical Science, Mathematics, or other areas of 
Engineeringmayfinditnecessarytotakecertainprerequisitecourses,
which would lengthen the time required to obtain the master’s degree. 
The following are departmental requirements.

Grade Point Averages—A minimum grade point average (GPA) of 
2.75isrequiredtofulfillthedepartment’sM.S.degreerequirementsanda
3.4istheminimumrequiredforeligibilitytoattemptthePh.D.qualifying
examination. It is incumbent upon both M.S. and potential Ph.D. candi-
dates to request letter grades in all courses except those that do not offer a 
letter grade option and those that fall into the categories of colloquia and 
seminars(forexample,AA297andENGR298).Insufficientgradepoints
on which to base the GPA may delay expected degree conferral or result 
in refusal of permission to take the qualifying examinations. Candidates 
withGPAsof3.0through3.4mayrequestthepermissionofthecandidacy
committee to attempt the qualifying examinations.

AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS
Themaster’sprogram(45units)inAeronauticsandAstronautics

(AA) is designed to provide a solid grounding in the basic disciplines. 
All candidates for this degree are expected to meet the basic course 
requirementsinexperimentationinaeronauticsandastronautics,fluid
mechanics, guidance and control, propulsion, and structural mechanics 
(category A below), in addition to work in applied mathematics (category 
B) and technical electives (category C).

A. Basic Courses—Candidates choose eight courses as follows:
1.  One course in each basic area of Aeronautics and Astronautics:

a)Experimentation:241X,236A,257,284B,or290;orENGR205,
206, or 207A

b) Fluids: one of 200A, 200B, 210A 
c) Guidance and Control: ENGR 105
d) Propulsion: 283
e)Structures:240A

2.  Three courses, one each from three of the areas below:
a) Fluids: 200A or 200B (if 210A was taken or waived in item 1); or 

210A (if 200A or 200B was taken or waived in item 1)
b)Structures:240Bor256
c)GuidanceandControl:242A,271A,or279
d) Aero/Astro elective: AA course numbered 200 and above, excluding 

seminars and independent research.
Candidateswhobelievetheyhavesatisfiedabasiccourserequire-

ment in previous study may request a waiver of one or more courses (see 
“Waivers and Transfer Credits” above). 

B. Mathematics Courses—During graduate study, each candidate is 
expected to develop a competence in the applied mathematics pertinent to 
hisorhermajorfield.Thisrequirementcanbemetbymatriculatingina
minimum of 6 units in either (1) applied mathematics (for example, com-
plex variables, linear algebra, partial differential equations, probability), 
or (2) technical electives that strongly emphasize applied mathematics. A 
list of courses approved for the mathematics requirement is available in 
thedepartmentalstudentservicesoffice.(Calculus,ordinarydifferential
equations, and vector analysis are fundamental mathematics prerequisites, 
and do not satisfy the master’s mathematics requirement.) Students plan-
ningtocontinuetothePh.D.shouldnotethat25percentofthemajor-field
Ph.D. qualifying examination is devoted to pertinent mathematics.

C. Technical Electives—Candidates, in consultation with their advis-
ers,selectatleastfourcourses(totalingatleast12units)intheirmajorfield
from among the graduate-level courses offered by the departments of the 
School of Engineering and related science departments. This  requirement 
increasesbyonecourse,takenineitherthemajororperipheralfields,for
each basic course that is waived. Normally, one course (3 units) in this 
category may be directed research. Courses taken in satisfaction of the 
other master’s requirements (categories A, B, and D) may not also be 
counted as technical electives.

D. Other Electives—It is recommended that all candidates enroll in at 
least one humanities or social science course. Language classes qualify 
in this category, but practicing courses in, for example, art, music, and 
physical education do not qualify.

When planning their programs, candidates should check course de-
scriptionscarefullytoensurethatallprerequisiteshavebeensatisfied.A
course that is taken to satisfy a prerequisite for courses in category A (basic 
courses) or B (mathematics) cannot be counted as a technical elective, but 
can count toward the M.S. degree in category D (other electives).

ENGINEERING
Students whose career objectives require a more interdepartmental 

or narrowly focused program than is possible in the M.S. program in 
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AA) may pursue a program for an M.S. 
degreeinEngineering(45units).ThisprogramisdescribedintheSchool
of Engineering “Graduate Programs of Study” section of this bulletin.

Sponsorship by the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics in 
thismoregeneralprogramrequiresthatthestudentfileaproposalbefore
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completing 18 units of the proposed graduate program. The proposal must 
be accompanied by a statement explaining the objectives of the program 
andhowtheprogramiscoherent,containsdepth,andfulfillsawell-defined
career objective. The proposed program must include at least 12 units 
of graduate-level work in the department and meet rigorous standards 
of technical breadth and depth comparable to the regular AA Master of 
Science program. The grade and unit requirements are the same as for the 
M.S. degree in Aeronautics and Astronautics.

ENGINEER
The degree of Engineer represents an additional year (or more) of 

study beyond the M.S. degree and includes a research thesis. The program 
is designed for students who wish to do professional engineering work 
upon graduation and who want to engage in more specialized study than 
is afforded by the master’s degree alone. It is expected that fulltime stu-
dents will be able to complete the degree within two years of study after 
the master’s degree.

The University’s basic requirements for the degree of Engineer are 
outlined in the “Graduate Degrees” section of this bulletin. The following 
are department requirements. 

Thecandidate’spriorstudyprogramshouldhavefulfilledthedepart-
ment’s requirements for the master’s degree or a substantial equivalent. 
Beyondthemaster’sdegree,atotalof45unitsofworkisrequired,includ-
ing a thesis and a minimum of 30 units of courses chosen as follows:
1. 24unitsofapprovedtechnicalelectives,ofwhich9areinmathematics

or applied mathematics. (A list of courses approved for the mathematics 
requirementisavailableinthedepartmentalstudentservicesoffice.)
The remaining 15 units are chosen in consultation with the adviser, and 
representacoherentfieldofstudyrelatedtothethesistopic.Suggested
fieldsinclude:(a)acoustics,(b)aerospacestructures,(c)aerospace
systems synthesis and design, (d) analytical and  experimental methods 
insolidandfluidmechanics,(e)computationalfluiddynamics,and(f)
guidance and control.

2. 6 units of free electives.
3. The remaining 15 units may be thesis, research, technical courses, or 

free electives.
Candidates for the degree of Engineer are expected to have a minimum 

grade point average (GPA) of 3.0 for work in courses beyond those required 
for the master’s degree. All courses except seminars and directed research 
should be taken for a letter grade.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
The University’s basic requirements for the Ph.D. degree are outlined 

in the “Graduate Degrees” section of this bulletin. Department require-
ments are stated below.

Qualificationsforcandidacyforthedoctoraldegreearecontingenton:
1. Havingfulfilleddepartmentrequirementsforthemaster’sdegreeor

its substantial equivalent.
2. Maintaining a high scholastic record for graduate course work.
3. Completing 3 units of a directed research problem (AA 290 or an 

 approved alternative).
4. Inthefirstyearofdoctoralstudy,passinganoralPh.D.qualifying

examination given by the department during Autumn and Spring 
quarters.
Detailed information about the deadlines, nature, and scope of the Ph.D. 

qualifying examination can be obtained from the department. Research 
on the doctoral dissertation may not be formally started before passing 
this examination.

Beyond the master’s degree, a total of 90 additional units of work is 
required, including a minimum of 36 units of approved formal course 
work (excluding research, directed study, and seminars). The courses 
should consist primarily of graduate courses in engineering and related 
sciences, and should form a strong and coherent doctoral program. At least 
12 units must be from graduate-level courses in mathematics or applied 
mathematics (a list of approved courses is available from the department 
studentservicesoffice).Universityrequirementsforcontinuousregistra-
tion apply to doctoral students for the duration of the degree.

Dissertation Reading Committee—Each Ph.D. candidate is required 
to establish a reading committee for the doctoral dissertation within six 
months after passing the department’s Ph.D. Qualifying exams. Thereafter, 
the student should consult frequently with all members of the committee 
about the direction and progress of the dissertation research.

A dissertation reading committee consists of the principal dissertation 
adviser and at least two other readers. Reading committees in Aeronautics 
and Astronautics often include faculty from another department. It is 
expected that at least two members of the AA faculty be on each reading 
committee. If the principal research adviser is not within the AA depart-
ment, then the student’s AA academic adviser should be one of those 
members. The initial committee, and any subsequent changes, must be 
officiallyapprovedbythedepartmentChair.

University Oral and Dissertation—The Ph.D. candidate is required to 
take the University oral examination after the dissertation is substantially 
completed(withthedissertationdraftinwriting),butbeforefinalapproval.
The examination consists of a public presentation of dissertation research, 
followed by substantive private questioning on the dissertation and related 
fieldsbytheUniversityoralcommittee(fourselectedfacultymembers,
plus a chair from another department). Once the oral has been passed, the 
studentfinalizesthedissertationforreadingcommitteereviewandfinal
approval. Forms for the University oral scheduling and a one-page dis-
sertation abstract should be submitted to the  department student services 
officeatleastthreeweekspriortothedateoftheoralfordepartmental
review and approval.

PH.D. MINOR
A student who wishes to obtain a Ph.D. minor in Aeronautics and 

Astronauticsshouldconsultthedepartmentofficefordesignationofa
minor adviser. A minor in Aeronautics and Astronautics may be obtained 
by completing 20 units of graduate-level courses in the Department of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics, following a program (and performance) 
approved by the department’s candidacy chair.

The student’s Ph.D. reading committee and University oral commit-
tee must each include at least one faculty member from Aeronautics and 
Astronautics.

COURSES
WIM indicates that the course satisfies the Writing in the Major 

 requirement. (AU) indicates that the course is subject to the University 
Activity Unit limitations for undergraduates (8 units maximum).

AA 100. Introduction to Aeronautics and Astronautics—The prin-
ciplesoffluidflow,flight,andpropulsion;thecreationofliftanddrag,
aerodynamic performance including take-off, climb, range, and landing 
performance, structural concepts, propulsion systems, trajectories, and 
orbits. The history of aeronautics and astronautics. Prerequisites: MATH 
41,42;elementaryphysics.GER:DB-EngrAppSci

3 units, Aut (MacCormack, R)

AA 113N. Structures: Why Things Don’t (and Sometimes Do) Fall 
Down—Stanford Introductory Seminar. Preference to freshmen. How 
structures created by nature or built by human beings keep things up 
and keep things in. Topics: nature’s structures from microorganisms to 
large vertebrae; buildings from ancient dwellings to modern skyscrap-
ers; spacecraft and airplanes; boats from ancient times to America’s Cup 
sailboats, and how they win or break; sports equipment from Odysseus’s 
bow to modern skis; and biomedical devices including bone replacements 
and cardiovascular stents. How composite materials are used to make a 
structure light and strong. GER:DB-EngrAppSci

3 units, Win (Springer, G)
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AA 190. Directed Research and Writing in Aero/Astro—For under-
graduates. Experimental or theoretical work under faculty direction, and 
emphasizing development of research and communication skills. Writ-
ten report(s) and letter grade required; if this is not appropriate, enroll in 
199. Consult faculty in area of interest for appropriate topics, involving 
one of the graduate research groups or other special projects. May be 
repeated for credit. Prerequisite: consent of student services manager 
and instructor. WIM

3-5 units, Aut, Win, Spr, Sum (Staff)

AA 199. Independent Study in Aero/Astro—Directed reading, lab, 
or theoretical work for undergraduate students. Consult faculty in area 
of interest for appropriate topics involving one of the graduate research 
groups or other special projects. May be repeated for credit. Prerequisite: 
consent of instructor.

1-5 units, Aut, Win, Spr, Sum (Staff)

AA 200A. Applied Aerodynamics—Fundamentalequationsoffluid
dynamics and the physical assumptions on which they are based; overview 
of appropriate methods for solving these equations including nonlinear 
CFD, linear panel and vortex methods; estimation of pressure distribu-
tionsandresultantairloadson2-Dairfoils,finitewings,slenderbodies,
and lifting systems; compressibility effects; boundary layer analysis and 
prediction of drag, separation, and displacement effects. Application to 
airfoil and wing design. Prerequisite: undergraduate aeronautics course. 
Recommended: 210A.

3 units, Win (MacCormack, R)

AA 200B. Applied Aerodynamics II—Analytical and numerical tech-
niquesfortheaerodynamicanalysisofaircraft,focusingonfinitewing
theory,far-fieldandTrefftz-planeanalysis,two-dimensionallaminar
and turbulent boundary layers in airfoil analysis, similarity rules, aero-
dynamic stability derivatives. Bi-weekly assignments require MATLAB 
or a suitable programming language. Prerequisite: 200A or equivalent. 
Recommended: 210A.

3 units, Aut (Kroo, I)

AA 201A. Fundamentals of Acoustics—Acoustic equations for a station-
aryhomogeneousfluid;waveequation;plane,spherical,andcylindrical
waves; harmonic (monochromatic) waves; simple sound radiators; re-
flectionandtransmissionofsoundatinterfacesbetweendifferentmedia;
multipole analysis of sound radiation; Kirchoff integral representation; 
scattering and diffraction of sound; propagation through ducts (dispersion, 
attenuation, group velocity); sound in enclosed regions (reverberation, 
absorption, and dispersion); radiation from moving sources; propagation in 
theatmosphereandunderwater.Prerequisite:first-yeargraduatestanding
in engineering, mathematics, sciences; or consent of instructor.

3 units, Spr (Lele, S)

AA 206. Bio-Aerodynamics—Topics:flappingflight,lowReynolds
numberaerodynamics,wingdesign,flocks,swarms,anddynamicsoaring.
Readings from current and historical literature dealing with theoretical 
and observational studies. Applications in aircraft design, and simulation-
based problem sets. Prerequisite: course in aerodynamics such as 100, 
200A,or241A.

3 units, not given this year (Kroo, I)

AA 208. Aerodynamics of Aircraft Dynamic Response and Stability—
Companion to 200A for those interested in control and guidance. Typical 
vehicles and the technical tradeoffs affecting their design. Equations of 
motion, stressing applications to dynamic performance, stability, and 
forced response. Forms and sources for the required aerodynamic data. 
Response to small disturbances and stability derivatives. Static stabil-
ity and trim. Review of aerodynamic fundamentals, leading to airload 
predictions for wings, bodies, and complete aircraft. Paneling and other 
methods for derivative estimation. Natural motions of the aircraft, and the 
influenceonthemofvariousconfigurationparameters.Vehiclebehavior
in maneuvers of small and large amplitudes. Prerequisites: 200A, 210A, 
or equivalents (may be taken concurrently).

3 units, Win (Kroo, I)

AA 210A. Fundamentals of Compressible Flow—Topics: development 
ofthethree-dimensional,nonsteady,fieldequationsfordescribingthe
motionofaviscous,compressiblefluid;differentialandintegralforms
oftheequations;constitutiveequationsforacompressiblefluid;theen-
tropy equation; compressible boundary layers; area-averaged equations 
forone-dimensionalsteadyflow;shockwaves;channelflowwithheat
additionandfriction;flowinnozzlesandinlets;obliqueshockwaves;
Prandtl-Meyerexpansion;unsteadyone-dimensionalflow;theshock
tube;smalldisturbancetheory;acousticsinone-dimension;steadyflowin
two-dimensions;potentialflow;linearizedpotentialflow;liftanddragof
thinairfoils.Prerequisites:undergraduatebackgroundinfluidmechanics
and thermodynamics.

3 units, Aut (Cantwell, B)

AA 210B. Fundamentals of Compressible Flow—Continuation of 210A 
withemphasisonmoregeneralflowgeometry.Useofexactsolutions
toexplorethehypersoniclimit.Identificationofsimilarityparameters.
Solution methods for the linearized potential equation with applications 
towingsandbodiesinsteadyflow;theirrelationtophysicalacoustics
andwavemotioninnonsteadyflow.Nonlinearsolutionsfornonsteady
constantareaflowandintroductiontoRiemanninvariants.Elementsof
the theory of characteristics; nozzle design; extension to nonisentropic 
flow.Realgaseffectsincompressibleflow.Flowsinvariousgasdynamic
testing facilities. Prerequisite: 210A.

3 units, not given this year

AA 214A. Numerical Methods in Fluid Mechanics—Principles under-
lying the Navier-Stokes equations. Relations between time-accurate and 
relaxationmethods.Implicitandexplicitmethodscombinedwithfluxsplit-
ting and space factorization. Considerations of accuracy, stability of numer-
ical methods, and programming complexity. Prerequisites: knowledge of 
linearalgebraandCME200,204,orequivalentswithconsentofinstructor.

3 units, Aut (Pulliam, T)

AA 214B. Numerical Computation of Compressible Flow—Numerical 
methods for solving hyperbolic sets of partial differential equations. Ex-
plicit,implicit,flux-split,finitedifference,andfinitevolumeprocedures
for approximating the governing equations and boundary conditions. 
Numerical solution by direct approximate factorization and iterative 
Gauss-Seidel line relaxation. Application to Euler equations. Computa-
tionalproblems.Prerequisite:214A.

3 units, Win (MacCormack, R)

AA 214C. Numerical Computation of Viscous Flow—Numerical meth-
ods for solving parabolic sets of partial differential equations. Numerical 
approximationoftheequationsdescribingcompressibleviscousflow
with adiabatic, isothermal, slip, and no-slip wall boundary conditions. 
Applications to the Navier-Stokes equations in two and three dimen-
sions at high Reynolds number. Computational problems are assigned. 
Prerequisite:214B.

3 units, Spr (MacCormack, R)

AA 215A,B. Advanced Computational Fluid Dynamics—(Same as 
CME 215A,B.) High resolution schemes for capturing shock waves and 
contactdiscontinuities;upwindingandartificialdiffusion;LEDandTVD
concepts;alternativeflowsplittings;numericalshockstructure.Discreti-
zation of Euler and Navier Stokes equations on unstructured meshes; the 
relationshipbetweenfinitevolumeandfiniteelementmethods.Time
discretization; explicit and implicit schemes; acceleration of steady state 
calculations; residual averaging; math grid preconditioning. Automatic 
design; inverse problems and aerodynamic shape optimization via adjoint 
methods.Pre-orcorequisite:214Borequivalent.

3 units, A: Win, B: Spr (Jameson, A)

AA 218. Introduction to Symmetry Analysis—Methods of symmetry 
analysisandtheiruseinthereductionandsimplificationofphysicalprob-
lems. Topics: dimensional analysis, phase-space analysis of autonomous 
systems of ordinary differential equations, use of Lie groups to reduce 
the order of nonlinear ODEs and to generate integrating factors, use of 
Lie groups to reduce the dimension of partial differential equations and to 
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generate similarity variables, exact solutions of nonlinear PDEs generated 
from groups. Mathematica-based software developed by the instructor is 
usedforfindinginvariantgroupsofODEsandPDEs.

3 units, given next year (Cantwell, B)

AA 222. Introduction to Multidisciplinary Design Optimization—
Design of aerospace systems within a formal optimization environment. 
Mathematical formulation of the multidisciplinary design problem (param-
eterizationofdesignspace,choiceofobjectivefunctions,constraintdefini-
tion); survey of algorithms for unconstrained and constrained optimization 
and optimality conditions; description of sensitivity analysis techniques. 
Hierarchical techniques for decomposition of the multidisciplinary design 
problem; use of approximation theory. Applications to design problems in 
aircraft and launch vehicle design. Prerequisites: multivariable calculus; 
familiarity with a high-level programming language: FORTRAN, C, 
C++, or MATLAB.

3 units, Spr (Kroo, I)

AA 236A. Spacecraft Design—The design of unmanned spacecraft and 
spacecraftsubsystemsemphasizingidentificationofdesigndriversand
currentdesignmethods.Topics:spacecraftconfigurationdesign,mechani-
cal design, structure and thermal subsystem design, attitude control, elec-
tric power, command and telemetry, and design integration and operations.

5 units, Aut (Cutler, J)

AA 236B,C,D. Spacecraft Design Laboratory—Continuation of 236A. 
Emphasis is on practical application of systems engineering to the life 
cycle program of spacecraft design, testing, launching, and operations. 
Prerequisite: 236A or consent of instructor.

3 units, B: Win, C: Spr, D: Sum (Cutler, J)

AA 238. Human-Centered Design for Aerospace Engineers—The 
what, when, who, and how of human-centered design. Is it art, magic, 
science, or engineering? How to integrate human-centered processes 
into engineering design processes. Analysis of recent human-centered 
aeronautical and space systems to evaluate successes and limitations.

3 units, Win (Null, C)

AA 240A. Analysis of Structures—Elements of two-dimensional elastic-
ity theory. Boundary value problems; energy methods; analyses of solid 
and thin walled section beams, trusses, frames, rings, monocoque and 
semimonocoquestructures.Prerequisite:ENGR14orequivalent.

3 units, Aut (Chang, F)

AA 240B. Analysis of Structures—Thin plate analysis. Structural 
stability.Materialbehavior:plasticityandfracture.Introductionoffinite
elementanalysis;truss,frame,andplatestructures.Prerequisite:240A
or consent of instructor.

3 units, Win (West, M)

AA 241A,B. Introduction to Aircraft Design, Synthesis, and Analysis—
New aircraft systems emphasizing commercial aircraft. Economic and 
technological factors that create new aircraft markets. Determining market 
demands and system mission performance requirements; optimizing 
configurationtocomplywithrequirements;theinteractionofdisciplines
including aerodynamics, structures, propulsion, guidance, payload, 
ground support, and parametric studies. Applied aerodynamic and design 
conceptsforuseinconfigurationanalysis.Applicationtoastudent-selected
aeronautical system; applied structural fundamentals emphasizing fatigue 
and fail-safe considerations; design load determination; weight estimation; 
propulsion system performance; engine types; environmental problems; 
performance estimation. Direct/indirect operating costs prediction and 
interpretation. Aircraft functional systems; avionics; aircraft reliability 
and maintainability. Prerequisite: 100 or equivalent.

3 units, not given this year

AA 241X. Design, Construction, and Testing of Autonomous Air-
craft—Students grouped according to their expertise to carry out the 
multidisciplinary design of a solar-powered autonomous aircraft that must 
meet a clearly stated set of design requirements. Design and construction 
of the airframe, integration with existing guidance, navigation, and control 
systems, and development and operation of the resulting design. Design 

reviews and reports. Prerequisites: expertise in any of the following by 
havingsatisfiedthespecifiedcoursesorequivalent:conceptualdesign
(241A,B);appliedaerodynamics(200A,B);structures(240A);composite
manufacturing experience; guidance and control (208/271, ENGR 205).

3 units, not given this year

AA 242A. Classical Dynamics—(Same as ME 331A.) Accelerating and 
rotating reference frames. Kinematics of rigid body motion; Euler angles, 
direction cosines. D’Alembert’s principle, equations of motion. Inertia 
properties of rigid bodies. Dynamics of coupled rigid bodies. Lagrange’s 
equations and their use. Dynamic behavior, stability, and small departures 
from equilibrium. Prerequisite: ENGR 15 or equivalent.

3 units, Aut (West, M)

AA 242B. Advanced Dynamics—(Same as ME 331B.) Formulation of 
equations of motion with Newton/Euler equations; angular momentum 
principle; D’Alembert principle; power, work, and energy; Kane’s method; 
and Lagrange’s equations. Numerical solutions of nonlinear algebraic and 
dfferential equations govering the behavior of multiple degree of freedom 
systems. Computed torque control.

3 units, Win (Mitiguy, P)

AA 243. Modern Dynamics—Vectorfieldsonmanifolds.Curvilinear
coordinate transforms. Tensor calculus. Lagrangian and Hamiltonian 
systems. Symmetry groups and conservation laws. Holonomic and 
non-holonomic constraints. Unilateral constraints and contact. Invariant 
structures in phase space. Linearized dynamics. Linear and nonlinear 
stability.Prerequisite:242A.

3 units, not given this year (West, M)

AA 246. Computational Impact and Contact Modeling—Rigid body 
contact including multi-body impact, persistent contact, complementarity 
formulations,andsolutiontechniques.Impactofelasticbodiesusingfinite
elements including penalty and mixed constraint formulations, solution 
techniques, and time-stepping methods. Shocks and vibration induced by 
impact. Friction and plasticity models for impact and persistent contact. 
Prerequisites:242A,242Borequivalent,familiaritywithMATLAB.

3 units, not given this year (West, M)

AA 252. Techniques of Failure Analysis—Introductiontothefieldof
failureanalysis,includingfireandexplosionanalysis,largescalecatas-
tropheprojects,trafficaccidentreconstruction,aircraftaccidentinvesti-
gation, human factors, biomechanics and accidents, design defect cases, 
materials failures and metallurgical procedures, and structural failures. 
Product liability, failure modes and effects analysis, failure prevention, 
engineering ethics, and the engineer as expert witness.

3 units, Spr (Murray, S)

AA 253. Aerospace Product and Systems Development—Modern ap-
proaches to aerospace design development for life cycle value. Concepts of 
air and space systems development in a systems context. Stakeholder value 
issues and requirements through manufacturing and delivery. Processes 
and practices for functional analysis, concept and architecture develop-
ment,trades,domaincriteria,interfaces,andverificationandvalidation.
Reliability, risk, and safety. Value stream analysis, integrated product 
and process development, key characteristics, and hardware/software 
integration aimed at information systems. Tools involve quality function 
deployment, design structure matrices, and decision mechanisms.

3 units, Spr (Weiss, S)

AA 254. Information Systems in Aerospace Vehicles—Sensors, proces-
sors, activators, and operators, and the media and protocols that integrate 
them for performance and safety.

2 units, Win (Staff)

AA 256. Mechanics of Composites—Fiber reinforced composites. Stress, 
strain, and strength of composite laminates and honeycomb structures. 
Failure modes and failure criteria. Environmental effects. Manufactur-
ing processes. Design of composite structures. Individual design project 
required of each student, resulting in a usable computer software. Pre-
requisite:ENGR14orequivalent.

3 units, Win (Chang, F)   
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AA 257. Design of Composite Structures—Hands-on design, analysis, 
and manufacturing in composites. Composite beams, columns, and plates; 
applicationoffiniteelementmethodstocompositestructures;failure
analysis and damage tolerance design of composite structures; and impact 
damage, compression after impact, and bolted and bonded composites 
joints. Class divided into working teams (design, analysis, manufacturing, 
and tests) to design and build a composite structure to be tested to failure; 
the structure may enter the national SAMPE composite bridge design 
contest. Prerequisite: 256 or consent of instructor.

3 units, not given this year (Chang, F)

AA 271A. Dynamics and Control of Spacecraft and Aircraft—The 
dynamic behavior of aircraft and spacecraft, and the design of automatic 
control systems for them. For aircraft: non-linear and linearized longi-
tudinal and lateral dynamics; linearized aerodynamics; natural modes of 
motion;autopilotdesigntoenhancestability,controltheflightpath,and
perform automatic landings. For spacecraft in orbit: natural longitudinal 
and lateral dynamic behavior and the design of attitude control systems. 
Prerequisites:AA242A,ENGR105.

3 units, Spr (Rock, S)

AA 272C. Global Positioning Systems—The principles of satellite navi-
gation using GPS. Positioning techniques using code tracking, single and 
dual frequency, carrier aiding, and use of differential GPS for improved 
accuracy and integrity. Use of differential carrier techniques for attitude 
determination and precision position determination. Prerequisite: famil-
iarity with matrix algebra.

3 units, Win (Enge, P)

AA 272D. Integrated Navigation Systems—Navigation satellites (GPS, 
GLONASS), GPS receivers, principles of inertial navigation for ships, 
aircraft, and spacecraft. Kalman Filters to integrate GPS and inertial 
sensors. Radio navigation aids (VOR, DME, LORAN, ILS). Doppler 
navigation systems. Prerequisites: 272C; ENGR 15, 105. Recommended: 
ENGR 205.

3 units, Spr (Enge, P)

AA 279. Space Mechanics—Orbits of near-earth satellites and interplan-
etaryprobes;transferandrendezvous;decayofsatelliteorbits;influence
of earth’s oblateness; sun and moon effects on earth satellites. Prerequisite: 
ENGR 15 or equivalent.

3 units, Spr (West, M)

AA 283. Aircraft and Rocket Propulsion—Introduction to the design 
and performance of airbreathing and rocket engines. Topics: the physi-
cal parameters used to characterize propulsion system performance; gas 
dynamics of nozzles and inlets; cycle analysis of ramjets, turbojets, tur-
bofans, and turboprops; component matching and the compressor map; 
introduction to liquid and solid propellant rockets; multistage rockets; 
hybrid rockets; thermodynamics of reacting gases. Prerequisites: under-
graduatebackgroundinfluidmechanicsandthermodynamics.

3 units, Win (Cantwell, B)

AA 284A. Advanced Rocket Propulsion—The principles of rocket pro-
pulsion system design and analysis. Fundamental aspects of the physics 
and chemistry of rocket propulsion. Focus is on the design and analysis 
of chemical propulsion systems including liquids, solids, and hybrids. 
Nonchemical propulsion concepts such as electric and nuclear rockets. 
Launch vehicle design and optimization issues including trajectory calcu-
lations. Limited enrollment. Prerequisites: 283 or consent of instructor.

3 units, Spr (Karabeyoglu, M)

AA 284B. Propulsion System Design Laboratory—Propulsion sys-
tems engineering through the design and operation of a sounding rocket. 
Students work in small teams through a full project cycle including 
requirementsdefinition,performanceanalysis,systemdesign,fabrica-
tion,groundandflighttesting,andevaluation.Prerequisite:284Aand
consent of instructor.

3 units, Aut (Zilliac, G)

AA 284C. Propulsion System Design Laboratory—Continuation of 
284A,B.Prerequisite:284B,andconsentofinstructor.

3 units, Win (Zilliac, G)

AA 290. Problems in Aero/Astro—(Undergraduates register for 190 
or 199.) Experimental or theoretical investigation. Students may work 
inanyfieldofspecialinterest.Registerforsectionbelongingtoyour
research supervisor.

1-5 units, Aut, Win, Spr (Staff)
1-15 units, Sum (Staff)

AA 291. Practical Training—Educational opportunities in high-tech-
nology research and development labs in aerospace and related indus-
tries. Internship integrated into a student’s academic program. Research 
report outlining work activity, problems investigated, key results, and 
any follow-on projects. Meets the requirements for Curricular Practical 
Training for students on F-1 visas. Student is responsible for arranging 
own employment and should see department student services manager 
before enrolling. May be repeated for credit.

1-3 units, Sum (Staff)

AA 294. Case Studies in Aircraft Design—Presentations by research-
ers and industry professionals. Registration for credit optional. May be 
repeated for credit.

1 unit, Spr (Jameson, A)

AA 297. Seminar in Guidance, Navigation, and Control—For graduate 
studentswithaninterestinautomaticcontrolapplicationsinflightme-
chanics, guidance, navigation, and mechanical design of control systems; 
others invited. Problems in all branches of vehicle control, guidance, and 
instrumentation presented by researchers on and off campus. Registration 
for credit optional. May be repeated for credit.

1 unit, Aut (Rock, S), Win (Lall, S), Spr (Enge, P)

AA 300. Engineer Thesis—Thesis for degree of Engineer. Students 
register for section belonging to their thesis adviser.

1-15 units, Aut, Win, Spr, Sum (Staff)

AA 301. Ph.D. Dissertation—Prerequisite: completion of Ph.D qualify-
ing exams. Students register for section belonging to their thesis adviser.

1-15 units, Aut, Win, Spr, Sum (Staff)

COGNATE COURSES
See respective department listings for course descriptions and General 

Education Requirements (GER) information. See degree requirements 
aboveortheprogram’sstudentservicesofficeforapplicabilityofthese
courses to a major or minor program.

CME 200. Linear Algebra with Application to Engineering Compu-
tations—(Same as ME 300A.)

3 units, Aut (Moin, P)

CME 204. Partial Differential Equations in Engineering—(Same as 
ME 300B.)

3 units, Win (Shaqfeh, E)

CME 206. Introduction to Numerical Methods for Engineering—
(Same as ME 300C.)

3 units, Spr (Moin, P)

CME 342. Parallel Methods in Numerical Analysis
3 units, Spr (Staff)

EE 366. Introduction to Fourier Optics
3 units, Aut (Hesselink, L)

ENGR 105. Feedback Control Design
3 units, Win (Rock, S), Sum (Emami-Naeini, A)

ENGR 205. Introduction to Control Design Techniques
3 units, Aut (Rock, S)

ENGR 206. Control System Design
4 units, Spr (Niemeyer, G)
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ENGR 207A. Linear Control Systems I
3 units, Aut (Lall, S)

ENGR 207B. Linear Control Systems II
3 units, Win (Lall, S)

ENGR 209A. Analysis and Control of Nonlinear Systems
3 units, Win (Staff)

ENGR 210A. Robust Control
3 units, not given this year (Lall, S)

ENGR 298. Seminar in Fluid Mechanics
1 unit, Aut, Win, Spr (Staff)

ME 359A. Advanced Design and Engineering of Space Systems I
4 units, not given this year

ME 359B. Advanced Design and Engineering of Space Systems II
4 units, not given this year

ME 361. Turbulence
3 units, Spr (Pitsch, H)

ME 451A. Advanced Fluid Mechanics
3 units, not given this year

ME 451B. Advanced Fluid Mechanics
3 units, Spr (Shaqfeh, E)

ME 461. Advanced Topics in Turbulence
3 units, Aut (Lele, S)

ME 469A. Computational Methods in Fluid Mechanics
3 units, Win (Iaccarino, G)

This file has been excerpted from the Stanford Bulletin, 2007-08, pages 
151-157. Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy; post-press 
changes may have been made here. Contact the editor of the bulletin 
at arod@stanford.edu with changes or corrections. See the bulletin 
web site at http://bulletin.stanford.edu for additional information.   
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